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Introduction
Description of hadrons structure in terms of their quark constituents is generally accepted, but the alternative description within e.g. topological soliton (Skyrme) model [1, 2] and its modifications also is useful and has certain advantages in comparison with traditional approaches. The chiral (topological) soliton approach is based on general principles and few ingredients incorporated in the effective chiral lagrangian, this is the reason for apparent simplifications in comparison, for example, with attempts to solve relativistic many-body problem. To simplify the latter, some additional objects like diquarks and triquarks have been phenomenologically introduced and discussed especially intensively after recent observations of the so called pentaquarks [3, 4] 1 . Concept of diquarks "as an organizing principle for hadron spectroscopy" is considered in details in [12] , see also [13] . The concepts of diquarks, triquarks or other correlated quark clusters are certainly of useful heuristic value, although their properties have not been deduced rigorously from basic QCD lagrangian. It should be noted that diquarks present in different physical states, baryons or mesons, can have different properties like the effective mass and size, even for same quantum numbers.
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In present paper we perform explicit calculation of the strangeness contents of exotic and nonexotic baryon states at arbitrary number of colors N c and discuss connection of the chiral soliton approach (CSA) and simple quark (pentaquark) model for nonexotic and exotic baryon states. Although there was intensive discussion of connections of the rigid rotator model (RRM) and the bound state model (BSM) in the literature, mainly in the large N c limit [15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22] , explicit analytical calculations of observable 1 Contradictive present situation with experimental observation of possible pentaquark states is discussed, e.g. in [5, 6] . Consideration of baryon states in present paper is relevant independently on particular values of masses, widths and other properties of exotic baryon states measured experimentally. Detailed discussion of theoretical predictions of these states can be found, e.g. in [7, 8, 9, 10, 11] 2 Some analogy with nuclei can be noted: two-, three-, etc. nucleon clusters play important role in the structure of heavy nuclei, however, it is not possible to evaluate their properties from those of deuteron, helium etc., only. See [14] for discussion of the role of femtometer toroidal structures in nuclei.
quantities at arbitrary N c were lacking still, except several cases [8, 22] , [21] . The rotationvibration approach (RVA) described in [22, 23] and references in these papers, includes both rotational (zero modes) and vibrational degrees of freedom of solitons and is generalization of both RRM and BSM, which appear therefore as particular variants of RVA when certain degrees of freedom are frozen (see also discussion in Section 3).
Some features of exotic baryon spectra obtained previously within topological soliton model [24, 7, 25, 26, 27] can be understood in the framework of pentaquark model, independently of its particular variant (see, e.g. [28] ). The Gell-Mann -Okubo relations which are valid in any model where the SU(3) symmetry breaking is introduced in definite way, mimic the mass splittings of simple quark models, where they are mainly due to the mass difference between strange and nonstrange quarks.
Comparison of the results of calculation within soliton model -if we believe that CSA provides correct description, of course -with naive quark-diquark model allows to get information about properties of constituents (quarks, antiquarks, diquarks), e.g. mass differences of diquarks with different quantum numbers, in qualitative agreement with other estimates. Quantitatively, however, the mass difference between "bad" and "good" diquarks obtained in this way contains considerable uncertainties. Another result of interest is relatively strong dependence of the mass of strange antiquark on the SU(3) baryon multiplet under discussion. It is shown as well that the partners of baryon resonances with different J P predicted within quark models are present also in the CSA, although they have usually higher energy. Some of these questions have been addressed in talks [8] , and here we add more rigority to this consideration.
In the next section strangeness contents of nonexotic and exotic states are calculated at arbitrary number of colors N c , in section 3 these results are compared with that of the bound state model, its rigid oscillator (RO) variant, for small enough value of the flavor symmetry breaking mass. In section 4 comparison with simple pentaquark model is performed, the partners of baryon states with different spin are discussed in section 5, and final section contains some conclusions.
Strangeness contents of baryons for arbitrary number of colors
We begin our consideration with scalar strangeness contents of baryons, nonexotic and exotic, which defines the mass splittings within SU(3) multiplets of baryons in the chiral soliton approach, by following reasons. First, strangeness content of baryons or baryon resonances is important and physically transparent characteristic of these states, not calculated yet analytically for arbitrary number of colors N c 3 . Second, the behavior of this quantity as function of N c allows to make some conclusions (mostly pessimistic) about the possibility of extrapolation from large N c to realistic world with N c = 3. Comparison of different variants of the model at arbitrary N c and at N c → 3 also allows to make conclusions about reliability of the whole CSA.
The spectrum of observed baryon states is obtained within chiral (topological) soliton models by means of quantization of the motion of starting classical field configuration (usually it is SU(2) configuration, although it may be some other configuration as well) in SU(3) collective coordinates space. In the rigid rotator approximation the mass formula for the quantized states is [29, 30, 31, 24, 32] 
Second order Casimir operator C 2 (SU 3 ) = (p 2 + q 2 + pq)/3 + p + q for the (p, q)-multiplet, Y, I, J are the hypercharge, isospin and spin of baryon, Θ π and Θ K are the moments of inertia, of the order of 5 − 6 GeV −1 and 2 − 3 GeV −1 . The mass splittings within multiplets of baryons are defined by the following relation [29] , see also [30, 31, 24, 32] where details of evaluation and expresiions for moments of inertia can be found:
if the configuration mixing is not included. Table 1 . Strangeness contents of the "octet", "decuplet" and "antidecuplet" of baryons at arbitrary N = N c , for unmixed states. Y ′ = S + 1, states which appear only if N > 3 are marked by * .
is so called σ term, one of characteristics of the classical configuration, and
f is the profile function of the skyrmion, the values of physical masses µ K , µ π and decay constants F K , F π are taken from experiment. C S is so called strangeness content of the quantized baryon state. Within the RR model [29] rotation of incident SU(2) configuration is described with the help of matrix of collective coordinates A(t) ∈ SU(3), which is usually parameterized as
, where SU(2) rotation matrices depend each of 3 variables, λ 4 , λ 8 are Gell-Mann matrices, see e.g. [33] .
The wave functions of baryons in SU(3) space, Ψ(p, q; Y, I, I 3 ) are just SU(3) Wigner functions depending on 8 parameters incorporated in matrix A: the integers (p, q) define the SU(3) multiplet under consideration, Y, I, I 3 are hypercharge, isospin and its 3-d projection of particular baryon state. For arbitrary (odd) number of colors the hypercharge is connected with strangeness by relation Y = S + NB/3, see e.g. [15, 8] (we omit the index c in N c in most of formulas and in Tables 1,2 ). It is more convenient therefore to use for B = 1 case the quantity Y ′ = S + 1, as we do in Tables and in Fig. 1 below. Within this parametrization the only flavor changing parameter is ν, which defines the deviation in "strange direction", and
see Appendix, where explicit examples of ν-dependent wave functions of some baryon states are given. The main contribution to the baryon mass operator, depending on flavor symmetry breaking (FSB) mass m K equals to [29] 
π . Second term in (2), proportional toΓ gives relatively small contribution in comparison with the first term; it is however not negligible for realistic values of masses and parameters. When m K → 0, then the ν rotation becomes zero mode. More details can be found e.g. in [24, 8, 32] .
The quantity < D 88 > can be calculated using Clebsh-Gordan coefficients for arbitrary number of colors N which have been presented previously for few cases in [35, 21] (however, the strangeness contents have not been calculated). Another method of calculations which we prefer here is to use the baryons wave functions in the SU(3)-configuration space, as it was described, e.g. in [30] . For large N generalization of the octet, decuplet of baryons and for the Θ + baryon this method has been used recently in [8] to calculate strangeness contents of these baryons. For exotic baryon multiplets, "antidecuplet", "{27}"-and "{35}"-plets (shown in Fig. 1 ) we present here strangeness contents and wave functions for the first time (see Appendix). In Tables 1,2 strangeness contents are given for arbitrary number of colors, and also numerically for N = 3.
It can be seen easily from Tables 1 and 2 that for the fixed value of strangeness, C S decreases as 1/N with increasing N -in agreement with the fact that fixed number of quarks are strange, whereas total number of constituent quarks is N, or N + 2 for "pentaquarks". The difference of strangeness contents of states from different SU(3) multiplets, but with same value of strangeness, decreases as 1/N 2 or faster. E.g., the difference of C S for the "nucleon" with I = 1/2 and "delta" (I = 3/2) decreases like 1/N 3 [8] . Any chain of states within definite SU(3) multiplet, satisfying relation I = ±Y /2 + C, i.e. which belong to such straight lines in (I − Y ′ )-plane, has equidistant behavior due to Gell-Mann -Okubo relations. According to these, the mass splitting and strangeness contents within the SU(3) multiplets can be presented in the form 
for multiplets of pentaquark baryons, antidecuplet, {27}-and {35}-plets. For N > 3 these diagrams should be extended within long lines, as shown in the picture. Quark contents are given for manifestly exotic states, when N = 3.
where a(p, q), b(p, q), being constants within any SU(3) multiplet, are different for different multiplets (p, q). Linear behaviour of masses of any chain of states with I = ±Y ′ /2 + C follows then immediately. Since Y ′ = S+1, (7) can be easily rewritten in terms of strangeness S and I. Table 2 . Strangeness contents for unmixed states of the "{27}"-plet (spin J = 3/2) and "{35}"-plet (J = 5/2) of baryons, for arbitrary N and numerically for N = 3. States which exist only for N > 3 are marked with * .
From Table 1 we easily obtain
and for "decuplet":
For "antidecuplet" (7) takes the form
and we obtain from Table 1 two relations:
,
For "{27}"-plet we have from Table 2 :
and for "{35}"-plet:
In all cases at large N, a(p, q) ∼ c(p, q) ∼ 1/N, and b(p, q) ∼ 1/N 2 . A feature of interest is that the step in C S per unit strangeness for "decuplet", δ 10 = (N − 1)/[(N + 1)(N + 9)], is greater than that for "antidecuplet", δ 10 = N/[(N + 3)(N + 9)], although they coincide for N = 3, and we do not consider the case of N = 1 4 .
It can be seen also from Tables 1,2 that the parameter for expansion C S = (α/N)[1 + β/N + ...] is ∼ 7/N, 9/N, 11/N, 13/N, ..., for the "octet", "decuplet", "{27}" and "{35}"-plets, so, it increases with increasing values of (p, q) defining the multiplet [8] . E.g., for multiplets [p, q] = [0, (N + 3m)/2] the expansion parameter is (3m + 6)/N. The authors of [22] came to similar conclusions considering the decay matrix element for Θ + -baryon: "Any approach ... that employs 1/N expansion methods for exotic baryon matrix elements seems questionable", subsection VI.B of [22] . As we show here, for nonexotic baryons such expansion method is questionable as well.
3 Comparison of rigid rotator and oscillator models at large N When flavor symmetry breaking mass m K is small enough, it is possible to compare directly results of the rigid rotator and oscillator models at arbitrary N. In the RR model any baryon state is ascribed, at first, to definite SU(3)-multiplet (p, q) with some value of spin J which depends on the multiplet, and as a next step the mass splitting within each multiplet can be calculated in the first order in FSB mass m K , precisely for arbitrary number of colors N (previous section). In the bound state model [34, 35, 36] expansion in 1/N is made from the beginning, the states are labeled by their strangeness (flavor in general case), spin and isospin. The J, I -dependent energy is calculated as the hyperfine splitting correction of the order ∼ 1/N, and each state can be ascribed to definite SU(3)-multiplet, according to its quantum numbers S, I and J. When m K → 0, there is no need to consider the full bound state model, evidently, it reduces in this limit to simplified rigid oscillator version [36, 37] .
Nonexotic baryon states
In this subsection we follow mainly to discussion in [38] . For the rigid rotator model we shall use the above expressions (2) -(6), i.e.
which corresponds to first order in flavor symmetry breaking mass squared m 2 K . This approximation becomes more precise as m 2 K → 0. In this limit the RR model and soft, or slow rotator model provide same results 5 . From Table 1 we obtain for the components of the "octet", providing expansion in parameter 1/N:
Let us compare this with the results of the RO approach. The bound state soliton model is in fact particular case of the more general rotation-vibration approach (RVA) described in details in [22] , see also references in this paper. In the rigid oscillator model parametrization of the matrix A(t) is used, somewhat different from that described above: A(t) = A SU (2) (t)S(t), matrix S(t) = exp(iD) describes strangeness changing movement of soliton in SU(3) space [34, 35] :
so, deviation into "strange" direction is defined by two-component spinor
Comparison with the RR parametrization above allows to conclude that
The hamiltonian of RO model is of the oscillator type and can be quantized appropriately [35, 36] . The average deviation |D| into strange direction can be estimated easily as
at fixed |S| it decreases with increasing N and FSB mass m K . The quantity Θ K , similar to Γ, is defined by incident SU(2) chiral field configuration [35, 36] , and can be called the moment of inertia of skyrmion relative to the motion into "strange" direction. It is assumed again that during the motion in the oscillator potential the classical configuration does not change its form, that is the reason why the model is called the rigid oscillator one. The order N 0 contributions to the non-exotic baryon masses are
where
In lowest order in m K we obtain easily:
The first two terms in (20) come from the zero-point energy. To order m 2 K this gives
The term N/(4Θ K ) is well known to appear in the RR approach [7, 24, 8] , and we also see that the term linear in m 2 K agrees with the RR approach, in the order N 0 ∼ 1. The O(1/N) contributions were studied in [35, 36] , and the result was expressed in terms of the hyperfine splitting constants
The O(1/N) term as stated in [36] and obtained also in [31, 32] , is
with I S = |S|/2 -isospin carried by kaon field 6 . At m K = 0 (flavor symmetric case) c = c = 1, and the hyperfine splitting correction reduces to the well known quantum rotational correction J(J + 1)/2Θ π . The relations take place in the linear in m 2 K approximation:
which ensures validity of the Gell-Mann -Okubo relations, and
which is used sometime in literature. However, relation (29) does not hold for antiflavor (positive strangeness), see next subsection. In the expression (27) , the term linear in m 2 K is found to be
and for J = 1/2 we can compare this with the RR results for the "octet", (14) (15) (16) (17) . It is not difficult to establish that there is no agreement between (30) and (14) (15) (16) (17) for all 4 components of the "octet". Now, let us consider the "decuplet" of baryons, i.e. the (3, (N −3)/2) multiplet of SU(3), J = 3/2. The terms linear in m 2 K as it follows from Table 1 , are
δM
They satisfy the usual equal splitting rule for decuplet, with the splitting
Within the RO variant we should use (30) with J = 3/2 and I = J − I S , and obtain in this way for the components of "decuplet" quite different results. Possible way to remove disagreement is the following [38] . The RO calculation involves normal-ordering ambiguities in quartic terms, which can correct the overall shift of masses and the term linear in strangeness that already appear at more leading order in N. Let us assume that the normal ordering corrections change the O(1/N) mass formula by an extra additive term [38] ∆M(norm.ord.) = −6 Γm
which is proportional to the order 1 contribution, but is down by a power of N. Then, the O(1/N) term in the mass formula becomes
and the O(m 2 K Γ/N 2 ) terms of the RO approach agree with the RR calculations for all the "octet" and "decuplet" masses.
These results show that there should be a specific normal-ordering prescription that brings the two approaches in complete agreement [38] . For arbitrary SU(3) multiplets it is a matter of simple algebra to show, using the ν-dependent wave functions of baryons, that for not large values of S the strangeness content of baryon equals to
so, minimal strangeness content exists and decreases like 1/N. As it is well known [16, 22] , in the large N limit both RR and RO approaches coincide. But the next to leading order corrections in 1/N-expansion are large, including the normal ordering correction, so the problem of extrapolation to real world with N = 3 cannot be solved by means of 1/N expansion.
Positive strangeness states.
To calculate the HFS correction in this case, the substitution µ → −µ should be made in above expressions for the HFS constants c andc, and we have in this case:
In difference from negative strangeness case, for positive strangeness (antiflavor in general case) the constants c = 1 at m K = 0, and approximate equalityc ≃ c 2 is strongly violated now. For the energy of states with antiflavor we have
The case of exotic S = +1 states is especially interesting. In this case I S = 1/2, J = I + 1/2, and within RO model we obtain, using the expressions for cS andcS:
The terms of zero's order in m K coincide exactly with those given above by RR mass formula (1) applied to exotic multiplets {10}, J = 1/2, {27}, J = 3/2 and {35}, J = 5/2. As it was expected, there is additional contribution N/(4Θ K ) to the energy of exotic states compared with nonexotic states, in agreement with the RR model result 7 . Let us compare this with the mass splitting correction ∼ m 2 K , obtained within RR model, see Tables 1,2 :
There is considerable difference between RR and RO models in FSB terms, proportional to m 2 K . This difference can be eliminated if the contribution given by (37) ∆M(norm.ord., S = 1) = −18m
is added to RO result, similar to the case of the "octet" and "decuplet" of baryons considered in [38] and in previous subsection.
Other states with values of strangeness different from S = 1 which could be ascribed to exotic multiplets can be considered similarly, but it is technically more complicated problem.
Comparison of the total mass splittings
Also, it is more difficult to calculate the total mass splittings, especially for exotic SU(3) multiplets in RO model. An important restriction for the whole mass splitting of any SU(3) multiplet follows from expression (2), since s 2 ν ≤ 1:
This restriction is useful for the comparison of different quantization schemes.
7 It was shown explicitly in [32] (formula (52) in Appendix) that within the RR model the energy difference between exotic and nonexotic baryon states (24) 
Within the RO model, for any multiplet (p, q) the total mass splitting in the leading in 1/N approximation is given by
It turned out that in this approximation for N = 3 the total mass splitting within decuplet is 8 times greater than within rigid rotator approximation (50), for the octet the difference is 4 times, as noted in [8] .
The hyperfine splitting correction can be calculated with the help of formula (37), where for "decuplet" we should take J = 3/2, I = 3/2 for S = 0 and I = (N − 3)/4 for S = −(N + 3)/2. Then we obtain
in agreement with first two terms in the 1/N expansion of above formula (50). Note, that it would be no agreement without addition of special normal ordering contribution (36) [38] . However, there is no agreement in the next order terms in the 1/N expansion. Of course, one should not expect such agreement because the RO model we are using here do not take into account such contributions. Similar agreement between RR and RO results takes place for the total mass splitting of the "octet" .
Within BSM and its RO variant we have, without hyperfine splitting correction,
We cannot, however, to calculate the HFS correction in this case, because expression (41) is not sufficient for this purpose. To calculate the hyperfine correction for states with strangeness S < 1 we should, in terms of the quark model, make summation of spins of nonstrange quarks, strange antiquark and several strange quarks, in correspondence with strangeness S. This is more complicated problem to be solved starting from incident lagrangian.
To conclude this subsection, we obtained agreement between the RR and modified RO models in the total mass splitting of nonexotic baryon multiplets in two leading orders of 1/N expansion, and for exotic multiplets -only in first leading order. The next order contributions in RO model are not calculated yet. Anyway, since the expansion parameter is large, like 6/N, the knowledge of several terms of such expansion may be not so useful for extrapolation to the real N = 3 world.
Quark wave functions of pentaquarks
The connection between chiral soliton models and the quark models of exotic states has been discussed intensively, and different opinions have been revealed, from that both models are dual [40, 10] , or complementary to each other, to that they are essentially different, and predict different states: in particular, in [41] the states were predicted which are absent in the simplest quantization scheme of the chiral soliton models -the partners of states with different spin, but same flavor quantum numbers, including isospin. Here we show that some features of exotic baryons spectra obtained within the chiral soliton approach can be illustrated in terms of the quark model, as it was shown at first [42] for the case of antidecuplet. Any model with SU(3) flavor symmetry and its violation in special way mimics the quark model in view of Gell-Mann -Okubo type relations. There are, however, some distinctions, mainly in the quantitative estimates of mass differences of different diquarks and partners of exotic baryon states.
Under simple quark model of baryons we mean the model where mass splittings within SU(3) multiplets are defined mainly by difference between strange and nonstrange quark masses. It is common feature of phenomenological models discussed recently in connection with observation of pentaquarks [3, 4] . Here we shall reserve a possibility that strange quark mass can be different in different SU(3) multiplets, as well as strange antiquark mass is different from the mass of strange quark. There is nothing special in this assumption: even the effective masses of electrons are slightly different in different atoms due to different binding energies. Strong interactions of strange quarks and antiquarks with (u, d) quarks are different, which can lead to considerable difference of effective masses.
Under simplistic, or oversimplified quark model we mean the model where strange quark and antiquark masses are equal, as well they are equal in different SU(3) multiplets. The striking property of exotic spectra within CSA is that the mass splitting within antidecuplet in RR model and in the 1-st order of perturbation theory for N = 3 equals exactly to that of decuplet, as it follows from values of C S presented in Table 1 , therefore simplistic quark model contradicts to results of CSA for N = 3.
As it follows from the formulas of preceding section, the RO variant of the bound state model in the leading in 1/N approximation corresponds to simple quark model, with the strange quark mass
which is of the order N 0 ∼ 1 (as it follows from above results, the relation is rather m s ≃ m 2 K Γ/(N + 9), considerably smaller numerically for N = 3). The antiflavor excitation energy ω + is greater than ω − , so, one could decide that the effective mass of strange antiquark is greater than the mass of strange quark. Within the RR variant of the CSA the difference ω + − ω − is reproduced by difference of rotational energies of different SU(3) multiplets, due to difference of Casimir operators of exotic and nonexotic multiplets (see, e.g. Appendix of [32] ). Within the bound state model and its RO variant calculations of spectra of exotic multiplets (not only positive strangeness components) are absent still, as mentioned above.
Relation (55) 
Quark contents of exotic baryons in pentaquark approximation
We call q the lightest quarks, u, d, and s denotes as usually the strange quark, (c, bthe charmed or beauty quark). We consider here the case of strangeness, the charmed or beautiful states can be obtained by simple substitution s → c, etc.
Quark contents of antidecuplet. First we recall that the minimal quark content of the components of {10}-plet is [42] 
Here we use the notation |N(p, q), Y, I, I 3 > for the components of the multiplet N(p, q) = (p + 1)(q + 1)(p + q + 2)/2 with hypercharge Y , isospin I and its third projection I 3 . The minimal quark content (i.e. the number of u, d, s quarks or antiquarks) of manifestly exotic states Θ + and Ξ * 3/2 is unique within pentaquark approximation, the condition for this is I = (5 + S)/2 for S ≤ 0, since the number of nonstrange quarks and antiquarks equals to 5 + S and each of them has isospin 1/2. This uniqueness of the quark contents allows to obtain the mass splitting within simple quark model and to compare with results of the chiral soliton (rigid rotator version) model described above.
In the model with3 F diquarks [4, 42] the flavor part of the wave function of Θ + is made of two isoscalar diquarks:
which corresponds exactly to isospin I = 0. Other components of antidecuplet can be obtained by action of U-spin, or V -spin and isospin operators (U d = s, Us =d, etc., see e.g. [42] ). The quark contents and the wave function of cryptoexotic states N * and Σ * depend on the particular model: (qq) B = α B ss + β B uū + γ B dd with coefficients α, β, γ depending not only on particular baryon under consideration but also on the variant of the model and on mixing between different SU(3) multiplets. Within diquark model [4, 42] one obtains
with [us] 12 = (u 1 s 2 − u 2 s 1 )/ √ 2, and similarly for other cryptoexotic components of antidecuplet, see Table 3 .
The wave function of the Ξ -quartet does not contain (ss) pair as a consequence of isotopic invariance: we can obtain components Ξ * − 3/2 , Ξ * 0 3/2 ; Ξ * + 3/2 from Ξ * −− 3/2 by acting operator I + , and the (ss) pair does not appear.
The upper component of antidecuplet Θ + (see Fig. 1 ) contains one antiquark with the mass ms, the lower component, Ξ 3/2 , contains two strange quarks with the mass 2m s , therefore, the whole splitting due to the mass of the strange quark is 1 m s , within simplistic model [42] , and within pentaquark approximation, of course. This should be compared with the total splitting 3 m s for decuplet, where minimal content varies from (qqq) for ∆-isobar to (sss) for Ω-hyperon. The particular weight of (ss) pair in intermediate components (with strangeness 0 and −1) depends on the assumption concerning structure of their wave function. It can be different in different models, e.g. diquark-diquark or diquark-triquark models and even for different variants of the diquark model. In the model [4] the equidistant behaviour was obtained for antidecuplet [42] . But such behaviour of antidecuplet spectrum does not follow in general from above consideration.
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Quark contents of {27}-plet. The {27}-plet has the upper S = +1, I = 1 component with contents of mixed symmetry and manifestly exotic components with S = −1, I = 2, S = −2, I = 3/2 and S = −3, I = 1, the components with S = 0, I = 3/2 or I = 1/2 are cryptoexotic:
so, the energy gap is 2m s for 4 units of strangeness, m s /2 in average. Evidently, the upper S = +1, I = 1 component of {27}-plet, as well as S = +1 component of {35}-plet cannot be obtained in the flavor antisymmetric diquark model [4] . The flavor symmetric diquarks of the type 6 F (isovectors in the S = 0 case) must be invoked for this purpose. Indeed, if diquark is3 F , then we have according to well known group-theoretical relation:
and there is only antidecuplet from known pentaquark states (Fig. 1) , and two octets of baryons. If one diquark is3, and the other is 6 F , we obtain
If both diquarks are 6 F , then
So, in the latter case all known pentaquark states can be obtained 9 . Let us denote (q 1 q 2 ) the flavor symmetric diquark, 6 F in flavor, with spin J = 1 (3 C in color). Then realization of the wave function of {27}-plet of pentaquarks via diquarks is:
other components can be obtained with the help of U-spin and isospin I ± operators:
8 In the paper [4] the mixing between pentaquark octet and antidecuplet was studied, but their mixing with lowest baryon octet was neglected. Strong interactions do not conserve the number of additional quark-antiquark pairs, therefore, this mixing takes place inevitably and will push the states considered towards higher energies. Nonexotic octet and decuplet of baryons should be included into consideration for selfconsistency of any model. 9 For example, the S = +1 component of antidecuplet made of two isovector diquarks is
In the diquark-triquark model [3] the diquark within triquark is color-symmetric (6 c ) and anti-triplet in flavor, so, this model should be modified to provide {27}-and {35}-plets of pentaquarks It follows that the weight of ss pair within S = 0 component is 1/2, therefore, the contribution of the strange quark mass equals to m s in this case, similar to |27, 2, 1 > state The S = −1, I = 2 components have content s, from sdddū to suuud, and it does not contain ss-pair. Therefore, its mass contains 1 m s , similar to S = +1, I = 1 component see Table 3 ). Remarkably, that chiral soliton calculation provides very close results for masses of S = +1 and S = −1, I = 2 components of {27}-plet, (Table 2 and Fig. 4 of [24] ): the difference of masses equals to 0.03 Gev, see Table 3 which is modification of Table 5 in [8] . 2091  1796  1910  2023  2136  2250  2061  1792  1918  2046  2175  2306   Table 3 . Masses of components of {10}, and components with maximal isospin for {27}, J = 3/2 and {35}, J = 5/2-plets of exotic baryons (in MeV , the nucleon mass is input). The first line after notations of the components shows the contribution of the strange quarks/antiquark masses within simple model, m ss is the mass of the ss pair taken usually to the sum of masses of s ands quarks. Next line is the result of calculation without configuration mixing, the second line -configuration mixing included according to [24] .
Calculations correspond to case A of paper [24] :
The effect of configuration mixing is especially important for cryptoexotic components of antidecuplet (Y = 1 and 0) which mix with similar components of the lowest baryon octet. As it is known from quantum mechanics, in this case mixing makes the splitting between octet and antidecuplet greater and pushes the upper state to higher energy. The mixing of manifestly exotic state Ξ 3/2 ∈ {10} with corresponding component of {27}−plet pushes it down, as a result the total mass splitting within10 becomes smaller due to mixing.
For the cryptoexotic component of {27}−plet the mixing effect is especially large: ∼ 20% admixture of ∆-isobar from decuplet pushes this component by additional 130 Mev above nucleon and makes it even higher in energy than nearest strange Σ 2 state.
Quark contents of 35-plet. The wave function of the {35}-plet, the largest multiplet of pentaquarks, is symmetric in flavor indices of 4 quarks. The I = 2 upper components of this multiplet has quark contents, from dddds to uuuus:
The intermediate components can be obtained easily by applying the isospin operators I + or I − . Evidently, it has the largest possible isospin for the S = +1 pentaquark. The strange antiquark contribution into the mass equals to m s , obviously. The S = 0 components of {35}-plet with isospin I = 5/2 has minimal content(evidently, I = 5/2 is the maximal possible value of isospin of any pentaquark):
and do not contain strange quarks at all. By this reason, the I = 5/2, S = 0 component is the lightest component of the {35}-plet, and has smaller strangeness content than nucleon and ∆, again in agreement with calculation within CSA [24] .
The components with S = −1, S = −2, etc. should contain strange quarks in the wave function:
and there is no place for ss pair. Summing up, within simplistic quark model we have the following hierarchy of the energy gaps per unit strangeness (in average) between highest and lowest components of the SU(3) multiplets: m s /3; m s /2; 3m s /5 for {10}, {27} and {35}-plets, but the individual splittings, in general, do not follow such simple law and are model dependent. Obviously, this is in contradiction with CSA approach results, and we should allow the masses of strange quarks be different within different SU(3)-multiplets. Then the following relations take place, according to the results presented in Table 3 
Only one relation takes place for antidecuplet, and if we assume that the mass of strange quark within antidecuplet is close to that within higher multiplets, i.e. about 130−135 MeV , then strange antiquark within 10 should be very light, ∼ 10−20 MeV only. Strange antiquark is heavier within {27}-plet, about 100 MeV , and much heavier within {35}-plet. Recall that now the observed mass splitting within antidecuplet is about 320 MeV , if the observed Ξ −− state [44] belongs to antidecuplet, and not to higher multiplet. To fit simplistic quark model, the splitting of antidecuplet should be smaller, about 130 − 150 MeV , but this will be in disagreement with CSA. Experimental studies of exotic spectra could help in solving this problem, present situation with searches of baryons from higher SU(3) multiplets has been discussed recently in [45] .
Diquarks mass difference estimate
Comparison with results of chiral soliton approach allows to estimate the difference of diquarks masses as well. In the rigid or soft rotator approximation there is contribution to the mass difference of different SU(3)-multiplets due to different rotation energy (second order Casimir operators) of these multiplets. For {27}-and {10}-plets this difference is
This difference can be naturally ascribed to the difference of effective masses of 6 F -and 3 F diquarks (see (60) and (61) above). This quantity is about 100 MeV , more precisely, 91 MeV if we take same values of moments of inertia, as in Table 3 . The difference of rotational energies of {35}-plet which contains two 6 F diquarks (see (62)) and {27}-plet is
Numerically this is considerably greater than in former case, about 270 MeV . The real picture may be considerably more complicated: besides effective masses of diquarks the interaction energy between different diquarks can be substantially different. This means that there is no simple additivity of diquark masses within topological soliton approach. Roughly, we can conclude however that the mass difference between 6 F and3 F diquarks is between 100 and 270 MeV , the latter value is close to the estimate given, e.g. in [12] . Consideration of charmed or beautiful states can be made in close analogy with that for strangeness. One could consider SU(4) (u, d, c, s) or even SU(5) (u, d, c, s, b) symmetry, but since this symmetry is badly violated, it has not much significance for practical use. Instead, the (u, d, c) and (u, d, b) SU(3) symmetry groups are often considered. The {35}-plet is again remarkable: within SU(4) it should belong to the most symmetric {120}-plet which can be described by spinor T Within quark models there are partners of states with same flavor quantum numbers (strangeness and isospin), but with different value of spin [41] . At the same time, within CSA the value of spin equals to the value of "right" isospin. as a result of the hedgehog nature of the basic classical configuration. A natural question is: where are such partners within CSA, if they exist at all? The answer is that they are present as well, although belong to different SU(3)-multiplets. Here we give one simple example: the J P = 3/2 + partner of antidecuplet with spin J = 1/2 found its place within 35-plet (p, q) = (1, 4) (septuquark or heptaquark). The mass of this state is considerably greater due to large difference of the Casimir operators C 2 (SU 3 ):
which is about 750 − 800 MeV , greater than several tens of MeV obtained in [41] . The spectrum of these states for some reasonable values of model parameters is given in Table 6 of [8] , and we shall not reproduce it here.
There are also partners of nonexotic baryon states. For example, the J P = 5/2 + partners of decuplet (J P = 3/2 + ) are contained within {35}-plet (4, 1), the difference of rotational 
which is about 600 − 700 MeV . Analog with J P = 3/2 + of the baryon octet (J P = 1/2 + ) is contained within {27}-plet and has energy by 0.7 − 0.85 Gev greater than masses of lowest octet. Moreover, for any baryon multiplet one can found partners with greater value of spin within some SU(3) multiplet with other (greater, as a rule) values of (p, q). So, all partners noted are present in the CSA as well, but have considerably greater energy. It was assumed in [4] that the J = 3/2 partners of exotic baryon states have considerably greater energy than the J = 1/2 ground states, and estimates made here can be considered as justification of this assumption within chiral soliton model.
Another kind of partners are states with same value of spin (and parity), but another value of isospin. Such partners are absent within multiplets of nonexotic baryons (octet and decuplet) and for antidecuplet, but exist for complicated multiplets, {27}-and {35}-plets. The mass difference between such partners is due to FSB contributions in (1), since rotational energy is the same, and is usually within few tens of MeV .
Conclusions
Calculations of the strangeness contents of exotic baryons, performed in present paper at arbitrary N, have shown that the expansion parameter for this quantity is large and increases for exotic states in comparison with nonexotic [8, 38] . There is common agreement that the rigid rotator model and the bound state approach provide same results in the limit N c → ∞, but there is crucial difference in the following in 1/N c -expansion terms for different variants of the model -rigid rotator variant and bound state model. There is a way to reach coincidence in the next to leading in 1/N c expansion terms by neans of appropriate resolution of some ambiguities in the BSM [38] , but it is valid for large enough N c , only. This makes questionable the possibility of extrapolation from the large N c to real N c = 3 world, and provides grounds for scepticism that conclusions made in the limit N c → ∞ -e.g. concerning existence or nonexistence of exotic baryon resonances -are valid in realistic case N c = 3 [8] . This problem has been noted recently also for the quantities different from spectra of baryons, e.g. width of exotic resonances [46, 22] . The existence of pentaquark states itself seems to be without any doubt within CSA [22] , although prediction of their particular properties like mass and width contains considerable uncertainties, and some kind of phenomenological extrapolation should be and has been made for this purpose, as e.g. in [24, 26, 27] .
We have considered also some general properties of the pentaquark wave functions, mainly their quark contents for the realistic N c = 3 case. The peculiarity of manifestly exotic states is that their quark contents are model independent (within the pentaquark approximation), whereas the contents as well as wave functions of cryptoexotic states depend on the particular variant of the model.
The mass splittings within multiplets of pentaquarks (negative stramgeness) expected within simple quark model are reproduced in chiral soliton model (its rigid rotator variant), due to Gell-Mann -Okubo relations. In particular, the lightest component of {35}-plet, the ∆ 5/2 , which does not contain strange quarks or antiquarks within pentaquark approximation, is the lightest one in chiral soliton model as well. For positive strangeness components of pentaquarks multiplets the link between CSM and QM requires strong dependence of effective strange antiquark mass on the SU(3)-multiplet to which pentaquark belongs. Configuration mixing pushes the spectra towards simplistic model -nice property which reasons are not clear yet.
The bound state model (its RO variant), in the leading in 1/N c order, corresponds to simplistic variant of the quark model with the unique value of the strange quark (antiquark) mass, m s ≃ m 2 K Γ/N. The next to leading order corrections for spectrum of exotic baryons (S < 1) and correspondence with simple quark model still remain to be investigated.
The partners of baryons multiplets with different J P , discussed in the literature, for example the J P = 3/2 + partner of the 1/2 + antidecuplet [41] , exist within chiral soliton models as well [8] . They are the parts of higher multiplets and have considerably greater energy than the states with the lowest value of spin.
In view of considerable theoretical uncertainties connected, in particular, with the problem of extrapolation to realistic value of N c , experimental searches for pentaquark states could be decisive. Even if the existence of narrow pentaquarks is not confirmed, they can exist as broader resonances of higher mass, and their studies will be useful for checking and development of theoretical ideas.
The SU(3) configuration mixing programs arranged by Bernd Schwesinger and Hans Walliser have been used for checking analytical results at N c = 3. VBK is indebted to Igor Klebanov for permission to use unpublished notes [38] In the rigid rotator quantization scheme the wave functions of baryon states are some combinations of the SU(3) Wigner D-functions. Such functions are quite well known for the case of N c = 3 and for octet and decuplet of baryons [33, 30] . Here we present these functions for arbitrary number of colors and for exotic baryon multiplets, since they are still absent in the literature. As in [33, 30] , we have: 
